Student Node Terms of Use
Version 2.1.
Valid from 2019-01-01.
Hi!
Below you can read the terms of use. They tell you about the terms and what we do with the
information you give us. This is simply the kind of thing that is important for you to know. Make sure
you read these conditions and keep you updated on the latest version because it is the one that applies
and can be found at: https://www.studentnode.com/anvandarvillkor
Student Node helps students and young professionals to have greater opportunities for contacts,
insights and jobs in their industry. Therefore, we have developed several services that we, or other
partners, and student use.
You get the most benefit from us as users of our services if you tell as much as possible about
yourself so that employers want to hire you. Your data is then relayed by us to the relevant employer
to increase your chances of getting in touch with them at events or be headhunted.
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1. INTRODUCTION
be sure to read the terms and conditions (the "Agreement") carefully. It is always the latest version
applies. You see it on: https://www.studentnode.com/anvandarvillkor
Read our privacy policy about how we treat your data: https://www.studentnode.com/integritetspolicy
You must be 18 years or older to use the Student Nodes services ( "Services").

2. BACKGROUND AND INFORMATION
2.1 Student Node provides services that include online services ( "Online Services") and other
services ( "Other Services").
Web services make it possible for students and young professionals ( "Users") to register and create
an account to post or upload information about themselves ( "Content"), reading and understanding
of employers and other organizations, as well as sign up for event.
The other services make it possible to meet employers and their representatives to make contacts,
insights and job opportunities now or in the future and get their contact information conveyed by the
Node Student or Student Nodes partners of relevant employers. See the "Definitions".
2.2 The agreement reached between the Student Node and Users of the Student Services Nodes.

3. DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement:
Service (s):
Web services: A portal for events, fairs and labor market days. This is applied, for example,
to:
●

●
●

Labor market days such as student associations and student unions, these platforms
are usually located on their own domain names. Examples of these labor market
days, but not exclusively, are Systemvetardagen in Kista at Stockholm University,
CHaSE at Karolinska Institutet and MedTech at Royal Institute of Technology.
Event organized by Student Node. For example, but not exclusively, TechMeet.se,
TechBoat.se, TechFleet.se, TechTower.se, Konsultmingel.se and finansmingel.se.
Event organized by Student Nodes customers and partners or together with
Student Node.

Other services:
●
●
●

Provide contact information to relevant employers, partners and suppliers.
Headhunting and recruitment assignment of users, either themselves or through
partners.
Events of the Student Node, partners or customers to the Student Node Node where
students are involved.

User: A person who used the Student Services Nodes, both Web Services and Other Services.
Contents: All information and data is written or uploaded to the user's profile and all the information
and data that the user otherwise upload to a Web service.
Partners: Business partners, customers, student associations, student unions, universities,
polytechnics, universities, other higher education institutions and other actors Student Node
contracted with to provide Student Services Nodes to the user now or in the future.

4. THE SERVICE
4.1 Student Node is not responsible for what other users of the Service writes or says about user
Web Services.
4.2 Student Node shall have the right, without prior notice to the user temporarily or permanently
shut down Web services to perform updates, maintenance, troubleshooting, closures, concluded
agreements with partners, contracts in accordance with Partners, event passes, or other necessary
measures.
4.3 Student Node can contact the user, for example, text messages and e-mails to remind or inform
about upcoming events or services that are relevant to the user.
4.4 Student Node can send newsletters and SMS about our Services and partners.
4.5 Student Node has the right to deny you the use of our services. It may be, for example, but not
exclusively, that you are not selected for an event with employers.

5. RULES FOR THE USE OF THE SERVICE
5.1 The User is responsible for all Content and all activity performed by the user when the user uses
the Student Services Nodes. Listed below are some, but not all, violations that may result in the
Student Node cancels the contract and may erase all the data user has submitted to the Student
Node via a service or otherwise. User agrees not to: (i) harass, defame, threaten, humiliate or cause
suffering to any person or corporation or other entity; (ii) post material Student Node can judge as
unlawful, harmful, threatening, violent, harassing, degrading, racial or any objectionable; (iii)
Impersonate any person, including but not limited to public figures and celebrities, or any business;
(iv) post false or inaccurate information; (v) advertising; (vi) intentionally or unintentionally violate any
national or international laws or regulations; and (vii) link or market competitors to the Student Node
when using services.
5.2 The user undertakes to keep the Student Node without damage and to replace the Student Node
for all costs related to the user's violation of the provisions of the Agreement and of any call on the
Student Node third party by reason of the user's use of the Service.

6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND LICENSE
6.1 User shall not upload content that infringes on another's patent, copyright, trademark, trade
secret or other such rights. The user may not upload false information such as fake CVs or similar.
6.2 By user uploads content to a Web service provides user Student Node automatically a
non-exclusive, royalty-free right and license to edit, adapt, reproduce, publish and translate all or
part of such Content. Student Nodes rights under this paragraph is limited to use for the operation,
delivery and marketing of the Student Nodes services [and may be limited or suspended by user
with ninety (90) days written notice thereof, however, that the material has already been used for
marketing purposes may be used in further five years similarly]. The license in relation to market
Student Nodes services under this paragraph is limited to general and anonymous information that
can not connect to any users. Student Node reserves the right to remove any Content that may
infringe on someone else's property or intellectual property rights.

7. STUDENT NODES RESPONSIBILITIES AND
DUTIES
7.1 Student Node does not take responsibility for the actions of the user.
7.2 Student Node is not responsible under any circumstances for damage or expense, direct or
indirect, for some reason hitting user on account of user's use of the Service. This applies even if it is
due to bugs or errors on the Web service.

8. FEES AND TERMINATION
8.1 The use of the service is free to the user.
8.2 The user can terminate the contract and end his account without notice. All information on the
user's account, or the Student Node other way, may be deleted upon termination without the
possibility to recover them. To do this, please email support@studentnode.com, write even if you
want your data deleted and the full name and email address you created your account.

9. PROCESSING AND HANDLING OF DATA
9.1 Read our privacy policy about how we treat and manage your data here:
https://www.studentnode.com/integritetspolicy
9.2 Mail support@studentnode.com if you have questions about how your data is stored, or if you
want to close your account.

10. CHANGES TO THIS AGREEMENT
From time to time we may, at its option, may make changes to the agreement. When we make material
changes to the contract, we give you a clear message to you through as e-mail.
In some cases, we will notify you in advance, and your continued use of the Services after the changes
have been made will constitute your acceptance of the changes. Therefore, we kindly ask you to read all
these messages carefully.
If you do not want to continue to use the Service in accordance with the new version of the agreements
you may terminate this Agreement by emailing your contact information with the headline "I want to
cancel my membership" to: support@studentnode.com.

11. MISCELLANEOUS
11.1 Student Node has the right to assign its rights and obligations under these terms to third
parties. In addition, Student Node has the right to subcontract the execution of our tasks in
accordance with these terms and conditions.
11.2 If the ownership of Student Node's business is changed, Student Node may transfer and
transfer your information, subscription and user account to another legal entity so that the new
owner may continue to provide you with the services. The new owner who will handle your
information, subscription and user account must still comply with the commitments Student Node
has made in these terms and in the privacy policy towards you.
11.3 If any provision of this Agreement or any part thereof be found invalid, this does not mean that
the entire agreement is null and void.
11.4 Swedish law shall apply to these terms, as applied to agreements concluded in Sweden
between Swedish parties. Disputes arising from this Agreement will be determined by Stockholm
District Court.

12. CONTACT
If you have any questions about the agreement, please contact us. You can find our contact
information on https://www.studentnode.com/kontakt.You can also email: hello@studentnode.com.
You enter the agreements with:

Student Node AB
Org.nr: 559036-2751
Universitetsvägen 8
Frescati (Villa Bellona)
Besöksadress: 114 18 Stockholm
Fakturaadress: 106 91 Stockholm

